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Growing up, growing older, or simply growing is the natural order of things. The children of
yesterday are today's adults. Seeds planted decades ago are now towering trees. What were
once upon a time merely dreams or fantasies transform to become true and intense passions.
The spirit of growth is something Azimut Yachts is very familiar with. In fact, some might say it is
embedded in our DNA. Since the very beginning, over 50 years ago, the company has demonstrated
an indomitable belief in itself and the sector, as it has continued to grow, fearlessly pushing the
boundaries in a quest to become greater in every sense of the world. It is also no coincidence that one
of its most successful collections is called GRANDE, which translates from Italian as large, big or
great.

And so we are proud to announce not only the arrival
of the biggest boat ever produced in our shipyards,
but also the news that it represents our ﬁrst foray into
tri-deck design. And, like any proud parent, we would
love to share photos and a few more details.
What better place to start than the breath-taking
panoramic terrace which seems to ﬂoat several
metres over the sea? This extraordinary feat of design
is achieved by an innovative raised aft cockpit that is
divided into a sea-facing open-air zone that merges
into a covered, patio-like area as it continues towards
the prow. The exterior lines are elegant yet
commanding, just as you would expect from a
ﬂagship. Then there is a beach area that, even if we
do say so ourselves, is truly stunning, with its 30
square metres surface hovering tantalisingly close to
the water.
The interiors, designed by Achille Salvagni, also
represent a bold evolution with creative new
dimensions and a décor that evokes the idea of a
spacecraft, with a nod to the Samurai era. A daring,
original contrast that surprises and delights.
The GRANDE has already captured the hearts of four
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clients scattered throughout the globe, so it is fair to
say that not only is it a big boat, a great boat, it is also a great success!

